Hello all,

Below are some collections-related updates that I am sharing on behalf of the departments listed below. Please let me know if you have questions, or feel free to contact specific individuals about different topics, as listed here: [Link to internal LibGuide]

**Sharing collections-related information on behalf of ACR, APCS, Cataloging, Enterprise Systems, the Business Services Office, Scholarly Communications, and Collection Logistics**

**I. Collections Committee Updates**
The Collections Committee will meet next on June 6th at 10am in 309. All are welcome to join. Agenda items for this meeting include feedback for the draft selection criteria from liaison committee members who applied the draft using a requested resource; discussion of price threshold that triggers requests to be sent to the committee; discussion of committee procedures for collection decisions requiring a quick turn-around time.

Meeting minutes and related documents can be found in the Collections Committee folder on Sharepoint: [URL]

**II. MARC Record Loading Update**
From May 1, 2019 – present
587 RESOURCE records
5797 RESOURCE records (18 out of 28 subjects; 10 subjects - forthcoming)
960 RESOURCE records

**III. New Databases/Purchases**
- RESOURCE is now live! [URL] RESOURCE replaces ANOTHER RESOURCE, which is no longer accessible through the UTK Libraries.

**IV. Database Trials**
We have three trials nearing the end of their trial period:

Additional trials and more information can be found at [http://www.lib.utk.edu/eres/test/](http://www.lib.utk.edu/eres/test/)

Contact Lizzie Gallagher regarding trials.
V. **Other Information/Updates**

**Approvals:**
- We wish to schedule one-on-one meetings with liaisons to review approval plans. To assist us in coordinating the days when the most liaisons are available, please select the days on this poll [URL] that you plan to be on campus.
- AP&CS is piloting approval plan data that shows usage (print and e) by publisher and call number range. These reports will be shared with all liaisons to review prior to approval plan reviews.

**ILL statistics reports:**
- Reports for items requested through Interlibrary Loan are now available to view at: [URL]
- Reports will be added quarterly.

**Collections Statistics:**
- Confused about where to go for what stat? See this document for guidance: [URL]

Have questions and don’t know who to contact?

[Link to internal LibGuide]